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Live as if you were to die tomorrow.  Learn as if you were to live forever! 

        Gandhi 
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Introduction 

The What’s Your Next Play?  Playbook supports the IABC Career AssessmentSM, the online 

career self-assessment designed for communication professionals (CommPros) working in 

diverse types of organizations throughout the world and in various communication disciplines.  

Based on an individual’s responses, the self-assessment identifies a communication 

professional’s current career milestone, areas of professional accomplishment and strengths 

and opportunities for continued career growth.  Constructed on the Purpose and Principles of 

The Global Standard of the Communication Profession, the self-assessment results and 

recommendations are a perfect starting point for commpros to reflect on their career strengths 

and determine where they want to go and what they want to do next. 

 

 

How to Use the Playbook 

Using the Playbook is simple and easy.  You need the PDF report you downloaded after 

completing the IABC Career Assessment and this Playbook.  The assessment report is a 

snapshot of your career and proficiency in the communication profession's principles.  The 

Playbook guides you in using your results and recommendations to plan where you want to go 

in your career.  Please answer the questions posed in the Playbook as we go along. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://career-assessment.iabc.com/
https://www.iabc.com/Career/Career-Centre/IABC-Career-Roadmap
https://www.iabc.com/Career/Career-Centre/IABC-Career-Roadmap
https://www.iabc.com/About/Global-Standard
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Setting Your Career Goal 

People take self-assessments for a variety of reasons. 

 

What motivated you to take the career self-assessment? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Based on what motivated you to take the career self-assessment, what is your career focus or 

goal for the next three years? 
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Understanding Your Career Assessment Report 

Look at your self-assessment report - what does the report tell you? 

 

On the left  
On this side, you see your current career milestone and proficiency in the Global Standard 
Principles. 
You are at the Strategic Advisor milestone based on your responses.  The Strategic Advisor 
“matures as a communication professional through consistent application of the Principles.  At 
this milestone, we see expanding expertise and innovation.  The professional assumes 
increased responsibilities, including resource management.” (IABC Career Milestones) 
   
The table indicates your proficiency based on your responses to the assessment knowledge and 
skill statements for each Principle.  The information in the table is the heart of this self-
assessment tool.  We come back to these in an upcoming section. 

 
On the right  
On this side, you see five boxes of information. 

1. Areas you rated yourself as most proficient.  These are areas to broaden expertise. 
2. Areas you rated your proficiency the lowest.  These are essential development areas. 
3. Resources - a link to resources to use in building your career plan.  We provide tips on 

doing this in an upcoming section. 
4. Submit Feedback – Provide feedback on the self-assessment. 
5. Download your report - Click on the tab to save your pdf report. 

https://www.iabc.com/Career/Career-Centre/IABC-Career-Roadmap
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Meeting The Global Standard in Your Career 

The Global Standard of the Communication Profession is defined by communication 

professionals worldwide embracing a shared career purpose and six core Principles as the 

building blocks of their work.  Informed by a passion for engaging audiences with strategic 

communication, the purpose and Principles focus our work and form a global standard.  

Applying that Standard enables us to cross all borders, align with diverse cultures and 

effectively serve organizations of all types and sizes. (iabc.com).   

As you review The Global Standard, contemplate where you must meet the Standard more fully 

to stay competitive in the field of communication. 

 

The Career Purpose of Communication Professionals 

Communication professionals represent the voice of an organization as it interacts with customers, 

clients, employees, partners, shareholders, competitors and the community. 

Communication professional brings the organization to life with a brand voice that aligns its verbal, 

visual and digital messages and activities with its mission and vision.  By bringing the brand to life, 

communication professionals also help ensure the organization runs efficiently and effectively. 

Communication professionals build a strategic communication plan based on thorough research; 

communicate with a variety of audiences in a range of styles; develop and edit content; and assess 

where and how to communicate and evaluate the results of their work.  They often act as the 

organization's conscience and frequently strive for financial, social and environmental sustainability. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.iabc.com/About/Global-Standard
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Next, think about your proficiency in each Principle of The Global Standard.  Do you meet the 

definition and context fully?  Is there an opportunity for growth? 
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Determining Your Proficiency and What It Tells You and Others 

The IABC Proficiency MetricSM and the 7-Point Scale provide a universal measurement for 

proficiency in the knowledge, skills and behaviors associated with The Global Standard of the 

Communication Profession Purpose and Principles.  The metric labels the level of expertise, 

what each level is accountable to perform and the evidence on a resume that supports the level 

of expertise. 

 

Proficiency/7 Pt.  Scale Definition  Indicates the user is… 

1. Developing   Minimal usage and 

experience; currently 

developing/training 

Building knowledge and 

application 

2. Novice   Limited usage, requires 

assistance and supervision 

in a single speciality 

An example of performance 

with professional attribution 

3. Independent   Perform multiple times 

without 

assistance/supervision in a 

single specialty 

A portfolio piece specific to a 

single specialty 

4. Intermediate  Perform with more than 

acceptable speed and 

quality; working or functional 

command of output 

A summary of 

value/contributions in a 

select time range 

5. Advanced  Perform with initiative and 

adaptability to special 

situations across multiple 

specialties 

Able to assist, consult or lead 

others in the application 

6. Accomplished  Performs with awareness of 

interrelationships, 

calculated risks, multi-

specialized 

Recognized as an authority or 

performer by 1 of the 

following: company, industry 

group or civic expert network 

7. Mastered  Holds broad, in-depth 

knowledge and experience 
Recognized as an authority or 

master performer by 2 of the 

following: company, industry 

group and civic expert 

networks 
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Taking A Closer Look at the Assessment Statements  

The assessment statements focus on knowledge – know and understand sentences -- and skills 

– can (do) sentences - required for the career milestone.  The Career Milestones - Foundation, 

Generalist/Specialist, Strategic Advisor and Business Leader – describe where your proficiencies 

currently cluster.  As the Metric indicates, your proficiency is based on the combination of what 

you know about something, your skill level at doing it and your ability to do it effectively and 

efficiently, repeatedly.   

 

A Couple of KSB Examples 

Look at the two examples below to see how knowledge(k), skill(s) and behavior(b) combine to 

make us proficient at something.  The practical analogy details the KSBs needed to bake a cake 

successfully.  The strategic communication example drills into one of the areas in the Analysis 

Principle where a commpro must be proficient to call themselves a Communication 

Professional.  

 

                                 

Perfect a  kill

 ow it is done

 earn 
 omet in  

 hat you must 
 now to do it

  o t 
 e a ior

 o do it well, you 
should 

 2022 Mary  ills   Amanda  amilton A well 1

Com etency  lement  e ni on Prac cal  nalo y  tratComm   am le

Ability ( as )  ossession of means to
do accomplish something

Ma e a ca e
( hin    or  to be done)

Conduct situa onal analysis

 nowledge  hat you need to  now  he Nature of  et Dry
 ngredients

 ecipe Steps to Ma e a
Ca e

 ypes of Ba eware

( hin   coo boo , especially
front end content)

 rimary research
Secondary research
 esearch instruments
 esearch interpreta on
 esearch validity
 esearch reliability
 esearch measurement
(Career  layboo  )

S il l  hat you need to do it Ba ing

( hin   ac vity, in this case it s
not coo ing, frying)

 esearch

( rinciple of Conte t has other
s il ls such as macro micro
environmental scan, analysis )

 e a ior  o  o it  ell  you nee  etail oriente 
Curious
 r ani e 
   ink  min  set  a tu e 

Cri cal t inkin 
Curious
  en on to  etail

Princi le  Conte t

https://www.iabc.com/Career/Career-Centre/IABC-Career-Roadmap
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Exploring Your Career Assessment 

In your report, look at the Areas you feel proficient in and Areas you feel less proficient. 

In the online report areas, click "I" for detail on the individual statement rating to see the 

statements that shaped your result.  If using the printed report, find this detail at the end of the 

document.  

Following the steps below, review the statements in your report to identify those you scored at 

higher and lower proficiency to identify your knowledge areas or skills where you can grow.  

While doing this analysis, keep in mind the goal of where you want to go.   

What are your strengths? 

First, look at areas where you feel most proficient. 

 

 

Copy and paste the list into your document.  List the Principles that hold competencies you feel 

most proficient in, i.e., those with a proficiency rating of 6 & 7.  Use this to guide your reflection 

on your accomplishments and strengths.   

See the example reflections below.  Ask yourself: Are you confident in the rating you selected?  

Can you go deeper into these competencies, moving closer to a specialty? 

 

 

A Word of Caution: Ask yourself if you were objective when you gave yourself this rating.  
It is better to rate yourself lower and identify development areas than placing yourself 
where you want to be and developing a blind spot in your career development. 
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As you begin to develop a career plan for areas you feel most proficient, this is an excellent 

time to go to iabc.com to: 

• Search for the Principle(s) or topic areas you want to focus on.  

• Review About: Code of Ethics, Diversity Statement for development interests 

• Consider Certification.  Go to Career: GCCC Communication Certification 

• Connect with other communication professionals on The Hub or join a Special Interest 

Group 

• Learn at Webinars, Virtual Events, and World Conference Recordings 

• Read articles, blogs, podcasts, and Gold Quill case studies. 

In addition, go to other sources on your interests.  The more ideas and information you gather, 

the better your plan can take you where you want to go. 

 

An Example of a Possible Career Plan 
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Your development areas 

Next, examine areas where you feel least proficient. 

 

 

Copy and paste the list into your document.  List the Principles that hold competencies in which 

you feel least proficient, i.e., those with a proficiency rating of 1 to 5.  Use this to guide your 

reflection on your areas of development.   

Ask yourself: How can I prioritize these areas and develop them to move closer to proficiency?   

Follow the same steps for gathering ideas and information as you did in the areas of proficiency 

above. 

An Example of a Possible Career Plan  
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Putting Your Career Aspirations into Action 

After completing your analysis and reflection, continue to explore career development 

opportunities to increase your competencies or proficiency in a Principle.   

Explore the Principles on page 8 to choose your next area of focus.  

Using the Proficiency Metric on page 9, determine where and how to become more proficient.  

Plan to raise your competency as a Communication Professional by  

• Gaining or increasing your knowledge through a course, boot camp, certifications or 

books. 

• Applying what you have learned or know in a real-world situation.  

• Or broaden your proficiency by repeating your result(s) in multiple and diverse real-

world scenarios. 

• Articulating the risks and benefits of applying your knowledge in a new and innovative 

application to a real-world situation. 

 

 

Enjoy the journey of exploring your career! 

 

 


